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Canada, Iceland, Norway, Russia, and Siberia. The mimeograph
was turning out weather maps of a type never before produced—
intercontinental. Here in America we see weather charts with
storms reaching from Georgia to the Maritime Provinces, or a high-
pressure area extending from Alaska to the Great Lakes. At Kings
Bay our maps showed "highs" embracing Alaska, the North Pole,
and the Ural Mountains; "lows" running from Greenland to
Archangel, Russia.
Though the weather was still tempestuous, the chart looked so
favourable that on May 2 we radioed Nobile and Riiser-Larsen at
Leningrad to start north. The Norge droned up through Finland
and Lapland to our mooring-mast at Vadso, Norway. Here again
a message reached her to proceed. Early on the morning of May
7 the big white ship appeared at the mouth of the fjord and floated
up the bay over the ice as sedately as any liner. It was a little
gusty that morning, but everybody took a hand with the ropes,
and soon the Norge was safely housed in its canvas hangar.
We exulted in her flight North, which was nothing short of
triumphal. At a bad season of the year she had flown over nine
countries and five seas considered to be the most windy and foggy
on the globe, had covered 5,000 miles in 103 hours of flying time,
had battled snow, fog, and strong head and side winds, always
moving into sinking temperatures, and had come through on time
and without a serious mishap. One of her engines broke a shaft as
she neared Kings Bay; but, since she could make her speed with
two engines, that did not delay her. After this demonstration our
confidence was complete that she could make the much shorter
voyage to Alaska.
It was necessary to repair the engine; and, while waiting for the
moment of perfect weather across the whole Arctic Basin, we
made a final change in her. She had flown up from Rome carrying
four water-ballast tanks. We replaced these with as many fuel
tanks of equal weight, since petrol would serve as well as water
for ballast. Thus equipped, she carried nearly seven tons of petrol,
giving her a range of 4400 miles—twice the distance to Alaska.
Also at Kings Bay we impregnated the water of the engine's cooling
systems with glycerine, to prevent freezing in the radiators.
With two expeditions, one a big one, preparing for the Far North,

